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WHEN I WAS YOUNG I MET THE SPIRIT & I KNEW I DIDN'T  

WANT IT 

BUT THE CHOICE WAS NEVER MINE 

THIS IS FOR ALL MY RELATIONS 

i go back to the day i was driving 

in the pit of the painted desert near lower greasewood on the navajo reservation. 

driving my mom's truck 

not feeling anything 

except the spirit 

the spirit of alcohol chased me and 

rode beside me and held my hand and led me to a few days before 

the day of the 6.3 earthquake in the california desert 

when my mom's voice shook the house 

as she told me  

the spirit of alcohol caught nathan and 

he isn't coming back 

imprisoned by his own body destroying itself 

and all i could think about is how i love him and how we loved each other  

and back then years ago it was real and it was good and the memory  

made me cry cuz i never wanted him dead 

only healed 

weaned from alcohol 

and now he's dying and the parts of me i gave him are dying too and i cry  

harder cuz the parts of himself he gave me 

the talents he never used that i now use to stay alive won't die when he does 

and i start to drive faster cuz the spirit of alcohol is still walking alongside me 

and i hear it talking sweet and 

singing old songs and 

i almost want to sing along like i know the words and 

i just have to remember and 

i think about this spirit 

cuz i see it in me 

so back when i used to drink 

i never could drink miller lite 

cuz that meant the spirit got you 

caged 

like nathan & daddy & uncle john & aunt rosita 

& me too maybe 

cuz i see them in me & i'm caged like them 

but in a different way 

cuz i can see them when they can't and  

i can see the spirit scream out of them in rage and 

i can love them and they can't love back 

cuz the spirit took it outta them and 

all i know how to do is keep loving them 

believing i'm like the reservation deep and wide 

nestling spirits greater than alcohol. 


